
The Trouble With Slow Burning Powders.
My attention was drawn to several articles on-line this week, dealing with 
cartridge pressures & pressure measuring gear, now available to any home user 
with a laptop. Using this now much more sophisticated measuring gear, more 
accurate recordings are available of the barrel pressures generated when a rifle 
is fired. Previously apparently, only the initial pressure spike was recordable 
whereas now a record of the pressure is available for the whole time the bullet 
is travelling down the barrel.
What has been shown is that after the first pressure spike, commonly around 
60,000 psi, the pressure drops right down to less than 10,000 psi when the 
bullet is about half way down the barrel. Rather alarmingly, there is frequently 
a second pressure spike & in the example given, of a 223, the second pressure 
spike was over 120,000 psi! One experimenter blew the end off several barrels.

The penny dropped when I recalled that my brother told me recently that research 
had shown that bullets through to artillery shells usually slow or even stop 
part way down the barrel before accelerating away again. At the time several 
shooters I mentioned this to obviously thought this was a total fiction, but it 
looks like it really happens, & quite commonly too.
I also recalled a personal incident which would support all of this. A couple of 
years ago I replaced my original 270 Win barrel (worn out) with a longer & 
heavier one (thank Heavens). While working up loads I had two detonations which 
destroyed the cartridge cases but thankfully didn't damage the rifle, apart from 
jamming the ejector pin back in the bolt (let's hear it for Savage bolt 
actions).
I was using ADI 2213 & either 130 or 150 grain plain copper jacketed projectiles 
& magnum primers. Powder loads were carefully weighed & the barrel was clean. 
The odd thing was that the two detonations happened when the powder load was 
near the bottom of the recommended range, whereas heavier powder loads gave no 
trouble. At the time I could only think that maybe I had accidentally added some 
faster powder to the tin of 2213 during a reloading session which included other 
cartridges. That tin of 2213 ended up as garden fertiliser & I also changed to 
2209 for reloading my 270 Win. Since then there hasn't been a pressure problem 
with the rifle.
What now seems to have happened, as shown in the article, is that the bullet is 
pushed into the bore by the initial pressure spike, but as the volume available 
to the powder gases increases, the burning rate (of the slow-burning powder) 
slows markedly, causing the pressure to drop excessively. With much less “push” 
on the bullet, it slows or even stops part way through the barrel, blocking it. 
As more powder burns, gas pressure again increases, but this time not from zero, 
and with the bullet moving slowly, or even stuck in the bore, pressure goes 
through the roof.
This phenomenon sometimes even occurs with factory ammunition under certain 
circumstances.
The article concludes that problems might occur when;
1. Powder burn rate is too slow for the bullet. 
2. Bullet weight is too light for the powder's burn rate. 
3. Bullet bore contact area is less then normal for the bullet weight (light, 
short bullets). 
4. Barrel is longer than normal (more chance to catch a bullet in the bore).
5. Bore is severely worn or incorrectly lapped (loose/worn toward the muzzle).
6. Moly in bore or moly coated bullets that reduce bore friction (moly coated 
bullets reduce pressure compared with normal bullets using the same load).
In brief;
If you are intending to use a slow burning powder (e.g. 2213SC in a 
270Win)consider stepping up to a slightly faster burning powder (e.g. 
2209)instead.
If using moly coated bullets your starting load needs to be about 2% above that 
for the same non-coated bullet.
Keep your barrel clean.
I wondered why ADI stopped recommending starting loads in their reloading 
manual. Now the reason seems clear.
To read the full article, go to http://www.shootingsoftware.com/barrel.htm


